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What is a 

prosthodontist?
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The prosthodontist: A clinician specially 

trained to recognize and solve patients’ 

needs for rehabilitation of a complex nature:
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“Prosthetic Dentistry: Branch 

of dentistry dealing with 

construction of artificial 

appliances for the mouth”*

*Thomas CL. Taber's Cyclopedic Medical 

Dictionary, 18th ed. Philadelphia: Davis, 1997.
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It seems like prosthodontists 

are regarded simply as

”makers of oral appliances”.

(specialized/certified/board approved)

Why is it so?
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What needs to be 

done?
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Endorse our core characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists

3. Converge postgraduate teaching

4. Focus our clinical research

5. Liaise with colleagues

6. Inform the general public 
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify and endorse 

the core characteristics 

of our clinical discipline
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What is 

prosthodontics?

Int J Prosthod 1998; 

11: 295-301
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Prosthetic Dentistry*

The discipline of dentistry 
concerned with

the consequences of 
congenital absence or 

acquired loss of oral tissues 

*Jokstad A, Ørstavik J, Ramstad T. A Definition of Prosthetic Dentistry. 

International J Prosthodontics 1998; 11:295-301.
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Prosthetic Dentistry
The discipline of dentistry concerned with 

the consequences of congenital absence 

or acquired loss of oral tissues

on appearance, stomatognathic 
function, comfort, and local and 

general health of the patient

*Jokstad A, Ørstavik J, Ramstad T. A Definition of Prosthetic Dentistry. 

International J Prosthodontics 1998; 11:295-301.
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Prosthetic Dentistry
The discipline of dentistry concerned with the 

consequences of congenital absence or 
acquired loss of oral tissues on appearance, 
stomatognathic function, comfort, and local and 
general health of the patient, 

and with the methods for, and 
assessment if more good than 

harm is done by, inserting artificial 
devices made from alloplastic 

materials to change these 
conditions.
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify & endorse our core 

characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists
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Current situation:

Students make few 

prostheses today 
(for a number of reasons)
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Consequence: 

How can they solve patients’ problems 

they haven’t been trained for?

Risk of ignorance of the need for 

additional clinical competency 

required to properly manage patients 

with extensive rehabilitation needs

Remedy: -
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Students - and 

general dentists -

should be shown 

patients...

.. with complex 

rehabilitative needs
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.. with complex rehabilitative needs
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.. with complex rehabilitative needs
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.. with complex rehabilitative needs
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify & endorse our core characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists

3. Converge postgraduate 

teaching
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Prosthodontic Rehabilitation

Fixed or 

removable 

denture ? 

$$?

Historically, 

prosthodontic 

decision making 

has always been 

influenced by:

1. a narrow range 

of technical 

solutions (limited 

by biology) and

2. the patient 

finances.
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1. More treatment 
options are 
available today 
than ever before.

What is new is….
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1. More treatment options are 
available today than before

2. Economic constraints 
frequently limit the 
number of treatment 
options

What is still the case….
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1. Economic constraints frequently limit the 
number of treatment options
2. More treatment options are available today 
than before

Consequence: 
Specialist candidates needs to 
be trained to critically consider 
what is achievable with 
alternative prosthodontic 
therapies - i.e. converge 
treatment decision reasoning 
on relevant outcomes
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Outcomes relative to 

prosthodontic therapy

a) Surrogate 

b) Clinical

c) Patient relevant

e) Societal 
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Jokstad A, Brägger U, Brunski 

JB, Carr AB, Naert I, 

Wennerberg A

Quality of Dental Implants

Int Dent J 2003; 53 Sup 2: 409-33

& 

Int J Prosthodont 2004; 17: 607-41
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FDI statements

• Paper and list
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a. Surrogate outcomes

A physical sign or laboratory measure 

used as a substitute for a clinically 

meaningful endpoint that measures 

directly how a patient feels, functions 

or survives. 

Changes of a surrogate outcome 

should reflect changes in a clinically 

meaningful endpoint (Temple 1995)
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• Plaque

• Marginal bleeding

• Probing pocket depth

• Probing attachment level

• Radiographic marginal bone level 

changes on standardised intra-oral 

radiographs

Outcomes of low relevance 
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Outcomes of some relevance

• Implant mobility and implant removal 
of stable implants dictated by 
progressive marginal bone loss

• Implant fracture and other 
mechanical complications that do not 
allow the use of the implants

Depending on whether the prognosis 
of the superstructure is jeopardized
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Perceived/self reported:

• Adaptation to prosthesis 
(satisfaction)

• Appearance 

• Function (chewing, 
speech)

• Dietary significance 
(intake, selection)

• Health 

• Quality of life (psyche, 
wellbeing, self esteem)

• Social activity

Observed (?):

• Appearance 

• Function (bite force, 

tracking)

• Diet survey

• Health indices

• HRQL indices

• Social activity

Outcomes of high relevance
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

• Identify & endorse our core characteristics

• Educate students and dentists

• Converge postgraduate 

teaching
– On outcomes of prosthodontic therapy

– Evidence-based reasoning
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Prosthodontic Rehabilitation

how evidence-

based medicine 

is meant to be 

practiced 

From: Haynes et al. Br 

Med J 1998; 317:273-6

Traditional 

prosthodontic 

decision 

making is 

equivalent to …

Fixed or 

removable 

denture ? 

$$?
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EBM- implemented in prosthodontic 
rehabilitation

From: Haynes et al. 

BMJ 1998;317:273-6
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Identify the 
patient’s views 
and choice of 
values

Proper patient 
communication

EBM- implemented in prosthodontic 
rehabilitation
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Would you advise the same technical 

solution to all these patients?

Photo-

manipulated 

pictures
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Choice of therapy –

patients’ preferences

Håkestam et al. (Sweden)

3 personality profiles: 

health - appearance - longevity

Lutz et al. (Switzerland)

5 personality profiles:

Orally: healthy -presentable -functional
-beautiful -metal-free
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1. Identify patient views 
and choice of values

2. Patient communication

3. Recognize all 
possible technical 
solutions

EBM- implemented in prosthodontic 
rehabilitation
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Choice of 

technical 

solution… 

…for a patient 

with complex 

rehabilitative 

needs ?



42Choice of technical solution ? 
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Choice of technical solution for a patient with 

complex rehabilitative needs
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Acrylic partial denture

Clinical knowledge 

• Prosthesis design

• Prognosis
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Cast partial denture

Clinical knowledge 
Prosthesis design
Prognosis
Retention
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Crowns + cast partial denture 

Additional clinical knowledge

36 extraction or crown?

Soldered 44 + 45?

Milled crowns?

Intra- or extracoronal attachments?
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Conus bridge

Clinical knowledge:

47, 36, 45: extraction … gold 

coping … attachment?

43/44/45: separation?
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Fixed bridge

Clinical knowledge

Conventional alloy, titanium-ceramic 
or gold acrylic?

Zn-phosphate, GIC or resin cement?

Bridge extension 46? 46+47 ?
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Clinical knowledge

One / two implants?

Wide collar - standard diameter?

Splintet - non-splintet FPD?

Cement / screw-retained ?

Nobelbiocare, AstraTech, 3i, Endopore, 

Straumann, Friadent…?

Implant retained prosthesis
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1. Patient views and choice of values

2. Patient communication

3. Possible technical solutions

4. Realistic outcome with 

different technical 

solutions

Appropriate strategy
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1. Patient views and choice of values

2. Patient communication

3. Possible technical solutions

4. Realistic outcome with different technical solutions

5. Informed choice among the  
alternative technical solutions

Integration of: expected esthetics and 
function; costs; probabilities of survival, 
maintenance need & ”worst-case-scenario”

Appropriate strategy
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify & endorse our core characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists

3. Converge postgraduate teaching

4. Focus our clinical research
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Evidence that 
prosthodontists do 
more good than 
harm needs to be 
demonstrated using 
relevant outcomes 
and appropriate 
study design
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Appropriate study design

Treatment 
outcomes
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Treatment 
outcomes:

Dentist or Patient-
Centered ?
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Outcomes of 

prosthodontic therapy

a) Surrogate 

b) Clinical

c) Patient relevant

e) Societal 
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Adopt the WHO ICIDH-2 and criteria
No / Mild / Moderate / Severe / Complete impairment of:  or

No / Mild / Moderate / Severe / Complete difficulty to carry out;  e.g.

Taste functions
Proprioceptive functions
Touch function
Sensation of pain
Articulation functions
Ingestion function
Mobility of joint functions
Muscle power functions
Speaking
Eating
Drinking
Interpersonal interactions
Recreation and leisure
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1.Treatment outcomes:
Dentist or Patient- Centered ?

2.Study aims
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Research focus in prosthodontics

e.g. 

• Understand 

disease processes 

& organ 

development

• Improve diagnostic 

techniques & 

procedures

• Manage pain 

response, 

translation & 

management
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Research focus in prosthodontics

e.g. 

• Communication

• Patient behaviour

• Quality of life in 

societal context

• Patient-centered 

outcomes in trials

• Qualitative 

research
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Research focus in prosthodontics

e.g. 

• Develop new 
preventive 
techniques, 
biomaterials and 
treatments

• Evaluate 
effectiveness of 
therapies; i.e. 
doing more good 
than harm in 
relevant settings
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We have almost no 

data from clinical 

studies undertaken in 

the setting of general 

practices
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1.Treatment outcomes:
Dentist or Patient- Centered ?

2.Study aims

3.Study design
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Can Randomised 

Controlled Trials be 

carried out in practice 

based research ?
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Practice based research - challenges

1.Practical
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Practice based research challengs

1. Practical

2.Methodological
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1.Ethical issue, RCT vs.

uncertainty

– Dentist preference

– Patient preference

Remedy: Apply a study 

design that take into 

account patient preferences
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Zelen M. A new design for randomized controlled trials. N Engl J Med 1979;300:1242-5. 

Individuals eligible

for inclusion

randomised

before consent to

participate

Conventional treatment (excluded)

Yes

Conventional

treatment*

No

Implant Conventional

 treatment

Randomised

Accept participation to RCT?

E.g. Zelen study design
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1.Ethical issue, RCT vs uncertainty

– Dentist preference

– Patient preference

2. Often complex, and thus 

never identical, treatment 

managements

Remedy: Multicenter 

strategy required
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1.Ethical issue, RCT vs uncertainty

– Dentist preference

– Patient preference

2. Often complex, and thus never 

identical, treatment managements

3. Operator calibration

Remedy: GLM statistics
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify & endorse our core characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists

3. Converge postgraduate teaching

4. Focus our clinical research

5.Liaise with colleagues
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Areas for improvement and consolidation

1. Identify & endorse our core characteristics

2. Educate students and dentists

3. Converge postgraduate teaching

4. Focus our clinical research

5. Liaise with colleagues

6. Inform the general public 
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Thank you for 

kind attention




